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ABSTRACT: We examine the relationship between groups and individuals and 

observe how the of the understanding of law also depends on how society as a whole 

evolves.  We connect concepts of western jurisprudence from different eras by 

examining how social parameters changed to justify the modified understanding of a 

more general concept that is not static.  We thus find a relationship between society 

and the need for law to enhance the needs of individuals.  We then see how individuals 

in a satisfied or dissatisfied society may coin a newer version of law and legitimacy.  

We further look into the relationship between a society’s composition and the practical 

implication of such composition in the proper implementation of law.  We thus analyse 

why the theoretical understanding and structure of law may or may not guarantee a 

possible reflection in real world practice. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The relationship between lawmakers and law abiders is a complex one and has been 

subject to much debate throughout centuries in western literature.  While people wish 

to maximise their own gains, they also depend on other individuals.  The best choice 

for a group, again, may be deleterious for a subgroup or for specific people.  The origin 

of social organization and the acceptance of laws at the cost of personal freedom has 

been analysed in literature (Hobbes 1968; Gourevitch 1997).  The structure of law and 

its boundaries have also been questioned, with some jurists demanding that law allow 

individuals complete freedom as long as certain fundamental rights are not violated 

while others arguing for broader considerations (Aquinas 1265; Hart 1961; Kelsen 

1941; Fuller 1964; Dworkin 1977).  The reason why people abide by law has been 

debated, with conclusions ranging from forced imposition and fear to inherent 

inclinations (Austin 1885; Hart 1961).  The purpose of law itself has been analysed 

(Raz 2006).  

 

In this paper, this complex relationship is further scrutinised by acknowledging and 

reviewing past concepts and hypotheses, and then by looking into the relationship 

between people and law where the people play their roles in both groups and as 

individuals. 

 

As individuals, people try to protect their own rights and happiness and as groups, they 

try to smooth out individual differences for social cohesion and overall welfare.  Then 

again, the individual’s needs themselves demand for protection of others’ needs for the 

purpose of reciprocity given one’s own limitations, and hence paths to maximising 
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one’s own happiness as a member of a group may involve equations that allow others 

with differences to grow and develop in one’s personal space so the society itself may 

benefit from such allowances in the long run.   

 

These parties’ acceptances of one another may not be fixed and may vary depending on 

the multiparameter needs and on acceptance of restraints.  A succinct definition for 

complex processes had been questioned many times: some jurists from evolved 

societies dismissing past concepts or concepts from other cultures. Whether some of 

these concepts may or may not have been flawed will be examined as we discuss how 

the success of a legal system will vary depending upon the nature of these relationships. 

Further obstacles may be posed by realities and practical possibilities.  The balance 

between population, available technologies and resources may make perfect laws 

imperfect with respect to certain scenarios as will be shown.  However, while many 

different balancing and counteracting parameters can be analysed using various 

scenarios, we have chosen some very specific parameters and two extreme scenarios 

because of the restriction of length.   

 

REVIEW OF THE ORIGIN OF SOCIAL ORDER 
 

In discourse on Inequality (Gourevitch 1997) Rousseau discovers two different forms 

of human inequality.  The non-physical inequality is moral in nature and is a creation 

of social existence.  This sense of inequality is derived from coexistence in a society 

and the creation of novels forms of needs and wants as a by-product of that coexistence.  

These new forms of needs push people towards competition and further stratifications.   

Also, competition and struggles are created so these new goods desired by the people 

can be attained.  Not all endeavours are peaceful.  In the Social Contract (Gourevitch 

1997). Rousseau indicates how human beings themselves give up some of their raw 

primitive freedom after their initiation into a society so that they can coexist peacefully 

to counter the greed and struggle deriving from the social forms. 

 

Hobbes, on the other hand, in Leviathan (Hobbes 1968), claims that human beings are 

cruel and self-destructive by nature, and a truce within the society allows people to 

protect their interests from their own characteristic deeds.  Hobbes suggests that a just 

king can offer that protection. 

 

The two scholars differ in the timeline, about exactly when the need to protect humans 

from others of the same species originates.  The two also differ on the nature of the 

truce.  While Rousseau is more democratic, and speaks of a general will which echoes 

the French revolution, Hobbes points towards submission to a higher power as few other 

choices would exist to the citizens. 

 

Austin (Austin 1885) initially sounds in tune with Hobbes when he defines laws as 

commands to be enforced by the application of force while he also uses the word 

sovereign as the entity that carries out this enforcement.  HLA Hart (Hart 1961) 

disagrees with Austin’s definition, which he believes requires the existence of a 

sovereign King, a concept that is unacceptable in the light of a democratic society.  Hart, 
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instead, speaks of law in terms of internalizations.  He connects law to the habit to 

oblige, which is different from the concept of mere habits or traditions.  Morrison  

(2000) holds that Austin’s sovereign need not be a King, but could be the democratic 

state which is given the power to govern by the people themselves, and can be changed 

by the will of the people.    

 

LAW AND CHANGE 

 

The reasons why laws are needed and how laws should be shaped have been subject of 

fierce debates.  In the medieval ages, Aquinas spoke of a divine law and also the law of 

nature besides the law made by human kings.  The divine law was absolute and 

manifested by scripture.  Man was made rational so he could understand the law of 

nature and also be responsible for one’s acts.  Natural law is the expression of divine 

law in the real world.  However, the divine law did not restrict the domain of human 

free will to the point that all of one’s choices were predefined.  Hence Aquinas allowed 

for human law as well.  Aquinas thus defined freedoms and boundaries for the kings so 

that these higher laws were accounted for.  Men was created as equals and were allowed 

to protest against unjust laws under specific conditions.    Austin and Bentham later 

found the success of law by means of the utility and mass happiness it achieved (Austin 

1885; Bentham 1789), though Mills later distinguished higher and more refined forms 

of pleasure from primitive and vulgar ones.  The concepts of mass happiness were seen 

as an obstacle for personal fulfilment and freedom and as an excuse to enforce mob 

interests.   Thus, more modern concepts introduce individuality as per Rawls and 

Nozick (Rawls 1996; Nozick 1974).  Nozick went as far as demanding that any general 

welfare would have to be derived from depriving the individual, and called for the 

creation of a minimal state, which he believed would emerge naturally by the people 

accepting the best of competing offers from bidding “watchmen.”  Dworkin (1977) 

stopped short of such radical denials of the common good but declared that “rights 

trumped” mass interests. 

 

From these points of view, it appears that while the jurists coined their own definitions 

by modifying or denouncing past ideas, it had never been obvious what the right notion 

of law is or even how social order evolved.  While Kings were once the norm, the will 

of the people later became the only legitimate form.  Austin’s people needed force to 

be imposed upon defaulters of law.  Hart’s people already were in a habit to oblige, and 

in (Hart 1966), Hart derided Austin’s view that the imposition of force was necessary 

part of law.  While Austin introduced the concept of mass happiness to play down the 

role of a handful of elites and their importance, the liberals found that notion to be 

tantamount to intrusions into personal freedom. 

 

As time passes, people’s experiences, expectations and position with respect to other 

societies and themselves evolve.  People’s limitations and restrictions change as newer 

forms of technologies are invented, redistributing the workforce, or as nature becomes 

harsh or more benevolent.  A tension between different forces become obvious.  The 

players that can be identified:  the person or persons in power, how they attain that 

power, the people who are bound by law, the will of the lawmaker and the will of the 
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people.  Yet another player placed in higher divinity may also be introduced to check 

the power of the King or to induce fear into the minds of mobs or people filled with 

desires.   

 

In the first part of the paper, we revisit some of the core concepts of law and dissect 

how they evolved and if there is indeed one correct answer.  We connect ideas from 

related fields to elaborate the abstract legal concepts. 

 

In the second part, we consider two very special scenarios and analyse how laws and 

social balance would be affected when the free people are placed in these two toy social 

scenarios as they try to find the security and fulfil their new needs as defined by 

Rousseau while they also experience the social forms of inequality and competition. 

 

We discuss a society which is very well-developed following centuries of rule of law 

and prosperity and place the human animals of Rousseau in that scenario.  We look into 

a society that has all theoretical laws in place but that has a scarcity of resources and 

where the practicality of following the ideal laws is costly. 

 

Concepts and Parameters 
In order to understand possible behaviour, we first look into some key concepts 

discussed earlier in the paper and analyse them in light of an evolving society to 

understand if such concepts are fixed.  In order to string the concepts together, we will 

borrow some concepts from other relevant fields.  Habituation of pain and pleasure and 

some broad concepts from psychology including the role of the limbic system in the 

brain will be used to explain some of our thoughts and to connect older definitions of 

legality.  We will also use some notions of game theory and concepts of undercutting 

other players, as well as the concept of the Tragedy of the Commons (Floyd 1833). 

 

Internalization, “Social Contracts” and Games 
Hart’s habitual obligation echoes the idea of following rules declared by either certain 

specified sources or by adhering to some due process or rule, such as rules of succession 

or parliamentary procedures. 

 

Hart envisions a society where law is followed by people because they are used to 

obeying these laws.  Such an internalization process is not an act of rational decision 

making at each step but is an output of innate behavioural processes. 

 

In behavioural science, a human brain’s fear and reward conditionings are carried out 

in certain centres.  The amygdala associates past traumatic events with an instinctive 

fear.  The reward centres involve several nodes in the basal ganglia as well as the 

amygdala.  A person envisions a reward in the future and instinctively repeats a 

behavioural pattern.  Such mechanisms are also responsible for addiction. 

 

Hart’s internalization might result from such a conditioning of the brain.  This 

internalization, though, exists at large-scale, throughout the society.  Hence, such 
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internal habitual obedience must involve experiences that either naturally or 

successively affect the entire group.  

 

However, in order to get to a state where one associates a cue with an action 

automatically, one will need to be fed either a shocking trauma or repeated inducements 

of rewards.  Hence, the entire society might have undergone a process that induced such 

habits in them altogether or a particular subgroup might have realized the causal effects 

and then conditioned the rest to the behaviour. 

 

While Hart vehemently disagrees with Austin’s idea of law where commands are 

enforced by threats, it is practically possible that such repeated enforcements may give 

rise to what Hart calls his internalization, so that the brain inherently realizes the danger 

or loss following noncompliance even when future enforcements need not be actually 

promised.  The rational decision maker – the executive function processors in the pre 

frontal cortex area will not be involved.  A peasant might have realized the danger of 

not accepting the commands of a monarch by observing the effects and might get 

habituated to conforming until some greater emotional burden shifts this equilibrium. 

 

Surely, such conditioning leading to internalization may result from other types of 

shock, such as undergoing other tragic consequences of not following certain cues.  

These consequences may not have been imposed by Austin’s King but by Aquinas’ 

nature itself, and might have taught one the grave results of defying the “law of nature,” 

given we agree that human beings are indeed limited by their biological making and by 

their environment, whether that is a divine gift or not.  These experiences though are 

part of a process through which a society as a whole may evolve and learn.  The time 

scale of the retention of such memory though is another issue.   

 

It is unlikely that the free men in jungles already had experiences about the results of 

noncompliance of many tenets of life in such manners that the rules would have been 

etched deeply in the psyches.  What the fear of an omnipotent would have achieved in 

a naïve population may be taken for granted in a society that had gone through many 

ups and downs and had internalized causal connections between acts and effects.     

 

However, lessons from life form a vast book and come from dispersed scattered events 

and what the erudite lawmaker is expected to know from lengthy studies are all unlikely 

to be already understood in every citizen’s mind.  Many laws, also, are arbitrary, and 

are simple conventions that are chosen from many possibilities in order to bring order 

(Marmor 2006).  There is no deep understanding regarding why one rule was chosen 

over another in those instances (Marmor 2006). Hence, the laws themselves are unlikely 

to be internalized.   

 

What Hart calls the rule of recognition is the object the judges and citizens alike actually 

trust and anything that has as its origin the rule of recognition is what they habitually 

oblige.  These are the rules that point to valid laws and how law is made.  Lewis (1968) 

maintains that this habit is a result of large-scale coordination problems.  A population 

where the members have a desire to align in the same direction in a network form this 
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attribute after repeated interactions.  However, Green (1996) questions the normativity 

of this habit and wonders how “ought”s derive from “if”s that is facts, a transformation 

Hume (1739) finds to be impossible. 

 

Marmor (2006) finds a reconciliating position by conceptualizing deep conventions that 

arise as a result of social and psychological demands.  He states that these deep 

conventions have normative values and they are not arbitrary unlike conventions that 

arise as a result of coordination problems.  Further, they become part of the basic 

definition of the object, for example, of what law is.  What Hart calls rules of 

recognition are surface conventions that are connected to these deep conventions.  

These rules of recognitions define superficial rules such as how votes are taken or who 

makes what laws, but are connected to deeper conventions that arise slowly and are 

durable (Marmor 2006). 

 

Indeed, rules, by definition, signify a pattern in the expected output given an initial 

condition and if that rule if followed.  Hence, rules exist in nature and promise similar 

causally connected events and outcomes.  They are akin to mathematical functions that 

take in an “is” which is an input and give out another future expected “is.”  The function 

that connects the two endpoints is the action to be followed to reach the end point – the 

“ought.”  These rules can be learned by experiencing pairs of inputs and outputs 

repeatedly so that the two end points can be connected with a repeatable series of acts 

that become normative given the two end points are fixed.  Hence, rules that are deeply 

held would indicate common future expectations and common goals given a condition 

a group of people share.  The deeply held conventions would be norms that succinctly 

define the learned needed behaviour or series of actions that would yield the expected 

output.  The fundamental agreements in outputs would thus produce a set of deep 

conventions that summarize the actions that would have normative requirements.  

Given the general nature of common expectations within a large group of people, these 

deep conventions thus would be signified by common generalized repeated 

experiences. 

 

We thus bring in Austin and Bentham’s concept of happiness to extend the concept 

further to more fundamental objectives of the society: to find points of maximum 

happiness.  This might depend on finding points of peace and stability by repeating 

behaviours that produce such.  However, as a society learns, it discovers more 

possibilities for fulfilment.  Once the power balance shifts from a few elites to the mass, 

individuals become more aware of their rights and the need for protection for the long 

term greater good of the society.  Hence the legal system and the way laws are made 

and legitimized are also so changed. 

 

Marmor (2006) claims that deep conventions change slowly.  However, this is in 

opposition with Kelsen’s formulation where shifts in grund norms (Kelsen 1941), the 

master rule, is brought about by revolutions.  In Kelsen’s formulation, each law or rule 

is consistent in a system that traces itself back the grundnorm. While discontent with 

respect to a status quo may develop slowly, swift changes in initial conditions may also 

take place because of unexpected phenomena such as war or famine.  A change in initial 
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conditions may shift the equation for achieving the desired needs.  The same rules may 

become obsolete with respect to a newly found initial value.  Deep conventions held by 

the population thus may be challenged by nature and the external conditions and a also 

revolution may ask for swift changes, even though the revolution may be brought about 

by years of discontent.  But once again the learning curve for the whole population to 

readjust to the new scenario may take time and require experimentations.  Such 

experimental implementations of law would still be valid law though the whole 

population may not be in tune with their new niches with firmly held conventions.  

Similarly, once Kelesn’s revolution takes place, the legal system and law-making 

policies may also shift drastically, though with time, people may adapt with the process, 

find coherence with their own needs and the system and hence develop deep 

conventions. 

 

Indeed, a society goes through many stages of learning to reach the point when it 

realizes what it “ought to” do for its own goodness and designs it from conventions 

acquired by interactions.  Societies evolved in stages from wandering clans to larger 

organizations and often smaller tribes were assimilated into territories of more powerful 

rulers.  These newly assimilated tribes or people did not on their own create laws of the 

land they became parts of but learned to adapt and obey.  Here, in such stages, a ruler’s 

threats of punishment of laws might have been more effective in establishing order in 

the land whether the laws were completely just or not as per modern standards.  Before 

a deep convention arises, the conventions need to be learned by interactions within 

social relations, and these interactions among unlearned and unconditioned people may 

have occurred under the absolute rule of a cruel and powerful ruler who had threatened 

or conquered others into obedience. 

 

Hobbes suggest that this fear for one another may be overcome by introducing a King, 

who the people accept because the other options are worse. The king then enforces his 

commands by further using force in a case-by-case basis. 

 

This relationship between a ruling party and a ruled population may not have included 

a deep convention within the ruled though power organization and succession might 

have been made based on understandings within the smaller ruling class.  In that case, 

only lawmakers would have allegiance towards the rule of recognition.  The citizens 

would obey that rule based on the possibility of harm to themselves without interest in 

how these rules were made.  This situation might indeed be what Hart calls a robber 

situation, though instead of one robber with a gun we have a small group of robbers 

with understanding among themselves.  However, the situation would still have differed 

from the incidence of a robber holding a gun to force people to comply in certain senses: 

 

The ruled group would have been large and would have been subject to an 

understanding that they would be allowed some freedom to live their lives and pursue 

their own needs in return for specific compromises.  
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The rulers would have depended on the ruled class engaging in productions to sustain 

the land and to levy taxes.  Hence, it would be to the interest of the ruling class to allow 

the ruled class some freedom to produce. 

 

Large scale insurrections within the ruled class would in return create shortage of 

production 

 

Given the ruler class would be small compared to the ruled class and that different levels 

of management procedures are needed to sustain a large economy, which cannot be 

sustained by a small ruler class and slave-like ruled citizens, the rulers would depend 

on the ruled class engaging in some free thought and planning, and to some extent 

practise their own judgement and morality, that would also bring prosperity to the ruled 

class eventually.  It is in the area of social pressure and morality enforcers that further 

constraints of human behaviour can be achieved. If such large-scale moral police forces 

are to be successful, cooperation from the population and their acceptance of the moral 

obligations will be needed. 

 

Aquinas had conceded that the scripture did not prescribe all actions and that human 

beings are rational (Aquinas 1253-7).  He had also made space for human law, so that 

the King had the liberty to promulgate one of many possible laws in areas where the 

scripture was silent. 

 

He, however, also indicated the right to protest unjust laws but had warned against rash 

decisions as social instability might arise from erroneous judgements.  Hence, often, he 

insists, people should obey even unjust laws simply to avoid turmoil and harm to 

oneself using common sense about how the parties in power or how unruly mobs may 

behave if they did otherwise. 

 

However, any such arrangement under a human King would bring together a large 

group of people into close proximity and would lead to the group of people acquiring 

knowledge about group dynamics and their own parameters.  Hence, a society based on 

Austin’s punishment and monarch based legal systems would proceed towards s state 

of acquiring knowledge and understanding common interests. The system, thus, would 

shift towards a newer arrangement with a more organized ruled class that had acquired 

deep conventions and that is more ready for self-government. 

 

This trust is formed by repeated interactions and realizations of common mutual 

interests and also the possibilities of harm if the members do not cooperate, leading to 

the understanding of Hart’s rule of recognition as a source of wisdom in a stable 

relationship that in equilibrium with the people’s interests.  The interest may be of 

enhancement and goodness, it might also be an interest to prevent harm.   

 

Rousseau holds that no such powerful King is needed, and that a mass will is created 

for a contract that people respect. 
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However, while Rousseau speaks of bare humans coming together and learning to make 

peace upon discovering their own fierce nature, it is unlikely that a large number of 

people decided to come together all at once.  As mentioned, the evolution from small 

clans of hunters to large city states might have involved forced grouping of large 

numbers of people by a conqueror leader first, so the people then later realized the many 

products of cooperative social structures, got addicted to the goods and then learned to 

find points of equilibria that would enable them to achieve the common purpose even 

given their hatred for each other. 

 

However, it remains a question whether allegiance to individual laws or a very specified 

system may be created by a general vague fear of humans at war with each other.  The 

simple fear for coexisting with others within a system, having realized other people’s 

brutal nature, might simply give rise to panic disorders or anxiety problems instead of 

an instinct to follow laws!  It is possible that the mass would find an orderly solution to 

coexistence and trust only when they all agreed to a specific set of morals or virtues or 

submitted to a common higher being.  While Marmor (Marmor 2006) believes that deep 

conventions are specific to a definition and these rules are not arbitrary, the choice of a 

specific allegiance or a set of virtues may not be completely fixed by social parameters 

of a mass scale that habituates all.  The existence of a few who made the choice and 

imposed those choices on others who complied might be a possibility.  A scrutiny of 

enlightenment and the mass may elaborate further. 

 

A mass envisioned by Rousseau might indeed have existed during the French 

revolution.  However, that revolution, though propelled by general mass hatred against 

the royals, was led by specific individuals who made the laws that the rest accepted.  

The laws were not created by a mass consciousness.  The general feeling during the 

French revolution rose because how people felt united against the tyrant Royals, and 

not because their hatred for each other made them come together as one.  Rousseau’s 

state of enlightenment of the society followed the episode of rule by monarchs, which 

induced the further spread of power among many that were united and were of the 

common stock. 

 

The realization for the need of a contract and one’s submission to a specific contract, 

again, are separate issues.  Contracts that are not enforceable by law are agreements and 

are informal.  If the mass reaches agreements, it is unclear how stable that agreement 

would be within the landscape of possibilities of alternate types of agreements that 

might act as laws for the nation, and whether the parties to the contract would 

instinctively honour one specific legal agreement as a similar minded mass with very 

similar ideas originating together in all heads. 

 

Perhaps a manifestation of Rousseau’s realization of a person with desires within 

socially created inequality where one also realizes the threat from others, would be the 

tragedy of the commons (Floyd 1833). Each individual would hence vie to maximize 

his own gain from a common pool while trying to cheat others when possible.  This 

scenario might involve subclusters or gangs held by deeper ties of common needs 

within a loosely held society where each of the groups tries to take advantage of the 
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others. It is questionable whether a large mass put together simply by the induced fear 

of lawlessness, can sustain a contractual relationship that is not legally enforceable by 

a higher law imposed on them by a more powerful being or system. 

 

More likely, Rousseau’s mass had common deep convictions regarding their needs and 

not deep conventions.  These convictions would have led to the support behind a group 

that was most suited to fulfil those convictions.  The arbitrary rules defined by that 

group would have led to the solution of large-scale coordination problems.  Hence, it is 

possible that both environmental and specific population constitution-based parameters 

are involved in how a society and its concepts of law are evolved.  The need of the 

mass, the possibilities offered by the environment, the evolutionary learning of the mass 

and the specific individuals who are capable of providing solutions and also choose ill 

defined arbitrary values or laws would contribute to how a society would be socially 

and legally placed at a certain time and space. 

 

The final ingredient in the evolution of a society perhaps is then the existence of group 

of people who are competent and who are able to lead, not only in politics but also in 

other fields so that the society advances in parameters that allow more freedom to 

individuals.  These parameters may include development of skill and technology and 

acquisition of knowledge as well as the understanding of social needs.  People’s trust 

in those people to lead them will align the mass behind the leaders.  If the leaders 

emerge from within the crowd and share similar goals and constraints, a unified 

cohesive evolution is possible.  Again, the distribution of labour and sub-groups 

depends on the natural resources and also technology.  In an underdeveloped society 

manual labour is in great demand.  Ancient Egypt did not have any technology to build 

the pyramids without using slave labour.  In a technologically highly developed society, 

technology may enable many people to be placed in positions requiring less labour, 

hence promising a better and more secure life to a larger and more diverse population.  

Again, a society in a naturally inclement situation may have to reorganize.  While 

technologies may in some cases be bought or perhaps copied off, the visionaries that 

take a society to the next level and specialists who handle sensitive issues need to be 

trusted.  However, the emergence of a trustworthy exceptional group may often be a 

matter of luck and not only a function of needs and interactions. 

 

From the examples above, it is evident that having a rule of recognition within a 

population, which may be a form of deep convention, giving rise to more superficial 

arbitrary rules governing a population, is one of various possible scenarios in which a 

population may be placed within a legal system.  The system proposed by Hart may be 

part of an evolution of processed that involve other types of arrangements in different 

times and under different social parameters. 

 

Freedom and Needs 
Rousseau speaks of a freedom in the state of nature that man enjoys and later gives up 

when scarcity develops.  His coexistence with others in a society enable the creation of 

many products and statuses while he agrees to give up some of his freedom.  This 
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sacrifice of freedom is based on the promise of security and also because of his 

addiction to the new products that a society has to offer to him. 

 

The tension between the two demands here is of interest.  This arrangement also gives 

rise to inequality and because of a person’s realization of his or her identity as opposed 

to those of others, this gives rise to discontent, as one tries to maximize ones one needs 

but cannot achieve a state that Dworkin would like to call luck egalitarianism (Dworkin 

2003).  As a result, the system that allows a person to have many options and luxuries 

is one that he also dislikes. 

 

If one believes in the notion of a contract and in the power of the will of the people, a 

person will agree to this contract and will abide by it only as long as one cannot have 

the luxuries and the strength against nature that he desires without giving up his freedom 

and the egalitarian nature of free men in nature. 

 

Public Choice, Control and Law enforcement 
As Morrison notes (Morrison 2000), Austin’s sovereign may not be omnipotent but 

dependent on the will of the people.  Rawls envisions a just system that citizens with a 

common overlap in notions can formulate (Rawls 1996).  This commonality may 

originate in ways that depend on history, common origin or values. 

 

Yet, in that choice of justice, one tries to find the best result for himself given he is 

unaware of what attributes he is endowed with.   The people who abide by such laws 

are ones that have the will to live together. 

 

Government changes by public voting shows that the blocks of commonality may not 

be completely fixed though some blocks or groups may be traditional followers for 

certain groups.  Swing states show how fickle public opinion may be over time periods.  

The glues of commonality may weaken if core needs may be met in multiple or newer 

ways or if situations change.  A good example would be a swing of large number of 

American socially conservative minorities in certain groups swinging from republican 

camps to the democratic party past 911. 

 

Legitimacy and de Facto Laws 
As per Sternberger (1968) legitimacy indicates the right for one to rule as well as the 

acknowledgement of that right by the ruled.  Hence, legitimacy does not need to be of 

a democratic nature.  The rules supporting a divine law and an acknowledging one as 

an agent of that divinity would give that agent legitimacy.  The ruled acknowledging 

defeat in a war and accepting a foreign monarch would also thus grant legitimacy to the 

laws created by the new foreign ruler. 

 

On the other hand, a perfectly legitimately created government can lose public support 

in the process of governing.  Reasons may include changes in circumstances, changes 

in needs, incompetence etc.  Whether the contract to oblige by a pre agreed rule 

dictating the process of change in government is enforceable and if people would need 

to wait until the next election or until the King dies is questionable.  Aquinas (1271-2) 
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too had supported the idea of revolting against unjust governments, clarifying that 

people were equals.  However, he had been cautious about the proclamation as 

revolutions would create instability and also because the possibility exists of errors in 

judging a person. 

 

Kelsen (1941) has a theoretical framework of the legal structure.  A master rule springs 

out of a change or a revolution and all the laws that follow are consistent.  This is hardly 

ever the scenario when a system changes in practice.  The legal system is in reality a 

patchwork where conflicting principles exist because of momentum, stiffness to 

changes, the existence of lobbying from different interest groups etc (Rosenfeld 2005).  

After BREXIT too in the UK, many EU laws will possibly stay in place (Business law 

blog 2021). 

 

There is thus a tension between the interest of the will of the people and the will of the 

existing ruler.  Even when a government losses public support, it may stay in place 

because of international politics or because of lobbying from a strong small powerful 

group.  A military ruler may not have any public support at all, but the army may back 

him and keep him in power.  Such de facto rulers also create laws, even if, perhaps, 

they are technically de facto laws.  These periods may be unstable, with the will of the 

people finally getting the upper-hand in the long run.   

 

Plato, however, had held a certain degree of disdain for the rule of the people (Plato 

1943).  He considered the mass to be occupied with objects that can be bought with 

money and with desires and hence he considered democracy to be one of the worse 

forms of government. 

 

He had imagined that a wise philosopher King would be the ruler and in a utopian city 

state, Kallipolis, where people’s jobs and roles would be divided by virtue of merit.  

This extreme notion of meritocracy was not embraced by all.  However, the creation of 

the upper houses of the parliament in both the UK and the US acknowledged the 

possible adverse effects of the fickleness of the mass.   

 

 

THE SCENARIOS 
 

Case A 

In this case, we will consider a society that has undergone an ideal social contract 

envisioned by Rousseau or Hobbes and thus the citizens had forsaken much of their 

freedom because of their respect for the legal structure of the land.  We will assume that 

the legal framework was largely successful in preserving peace and justice, though parts 

of the society might have been treated unfairly, and that as a result of work put into the 

society under some accepted division scheme (either prescribed by Locke, Nozick or 

Rawls), a certain structure of inequality is now in existence. 

 

In the case of Nozick and Rawls, this inequality will not always favour the most 

meritorious but will also take into account one’s right to transfer his own property, and 
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hence inheritance.  The prescription of Rawls will be more egalitarian as the progress 

of inequality will always accompany the betterment of the worst off.  However, the 

more deserving will still be rewarded.  

 

We will for the time being not discuss Dworkin’s (Dworkin 2003) luck egalitarianism 

where redistribution is made until nobody envies another, and where an insurance 

scheme exists for brute luck, as that situation is more idealistic and theoretical, based 

on assumptions of inherent equalities of talent and health that can be redistributed or 

insured for.  In reality the human society still has no insurance for those unfortunate 

enough to fall prey to many debilitating diseases. 

 

So, our model society in an aggregate will have stringent laws that are observed and 

citizens who are habituated to their lack of raw freedom and jointly own a sizable 

amount of aggregate wealth and technologies that is distributed as per some pre agreed 

distribution scheme that is just by some standard and that incentivized the growth and 

development of the society to the current point of prosperity. 

 

Case B 
In this scenario, a society has a theoretically perfect legal system that offers everything 

Fuller argues for (Fuller 1964).  However, the society does not have the resource either 

for the citizens to observe the ideal laws or for the government to enforce them. 

 

Application of concepts to the Cases: 

 

Case A 
We assume that in case A the citizens agreed to give up their freedom based on the 

promise of security and the possibility of fulfilling their needs.  We also assume that 

currently case A is a country A’ that is technologically advanced and affluent and is run 

as per the will of the people where each person has a vote. 

 

We start at a time when technology has reached a point where many core ideas have 

been discovered and applications can be created and used in plenty, accelerating growth 

quickly.  Country A’ also has a vast expanse of wealth and weapons, though the 

distribution of wealth gives rise to gross inequality, such that a very small fraction of 

the country controls much of the wealth. 

 

In his Discourses (Grourevitch 1997), Rousseau asserts the existence of inequalities 

among people, some being natural and others society made.  Even in the affluent society 

where all have enough, people placed in close proximity will realize the inequalities.  

They can redesign the social inequality if possible, and not the natural ones.  In his first 

discourse, Rousseau also speaks of how the flourishing of the arts and sciences create 

senses of ego within high achieving individuals.  However, the primitive urge of all 

man is to be free and the sense of equality rings a bell in many jurisprudence theories 

though in practice this equality is achieved only by offering equal rights, mostly in 

contracting and also equal status in the eye of law.  The sense of equality in law cannot 

undo the natural inequality among men even though most men will agree a low status 
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within a society only because there is no option but to become part of a system that 

breeds inequality to offer him what he needs.  

 

If Rousseau is right, as long as an average citizen feels comfortable that he or she can 

get hold of the technological and military centres and run those themselves, such is the 

ease of handling or further development at least for the foreseeable future, he or she 

will be reluctant to accept the social inequality created by the system even though it 

was through the system that the wealth was created. 

 

A one person one vote system might opt for redistribution of the wealth in a manner 

where this inequality is reduced.  This process of remoulding or rebuilding the system 

will also broach open voids.  Using the concept from the Tragedy of the Common, 

groups may form who might bid to take over the system themselves and put themselves 

in a more advantageous position.  These new biddings may not be in favour of the past 

system as in the newer scenarios more people are to be in the position of running the 

system and creating applications.  Hence, criteria for the redistribution might drastically 

change although the final bids may not all favour social equality after all.  If the past 

system favoured the meritorious, who were given positions above others and hence 

strong incentives to create the affluent systems, in the new updated systems, those same 

people would be seen with disdain and if they are few in number and if the rest can run 

the already created system with ease, a new system may be on the minds of some, where 

the meritorious minority will be enslaved or abused in extreme ends of the spectrum. 

 

Case B 
In case B, the country does not have adequate resources to either technically follow all 

laws or to enforce laws. 

 

This maybe the case when there are perfect laws needed for governance, but the 

infrastructure is weak.  A person may be asked to pay taxes, but paying taxes may come 

with further costs as the system is inefficient.  There might be traffic laws but 

inadequate flyovers or overbridges.   

 

Enforcing the laws might be difficult because of lack of manpower or technology 

making due processes or oversight more costly than can be afforded. 

 

This system is then run by a contract that is not enforceable, and hence by an agreement 

that all informally acknowledge.   

 

This system still might work to a large extent if Hart’s habit to oblige is strong so that 

people feel the urge to comply with the law even if they have to take long detours and 

even if they have to stand in lines for days to pay their taxes.  The enforcement part will 

not be necessary if all do their part, and so no watchman will come into play. 

 

Such a mass sense of responsibility will have to be balanced with individual obligations 

and circumstances, and with what Dworkin calls brute luck as well as bad luck due to 
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one’s own choices.  Individual obligations may involve feeding one’s dependents and 

working towards an independent life. 

 

Furthermore, once a person breaks the honour code, a systemic inequality is created 

which was not agreed upon, and which is not tackled by the system efficiently.  This 

may create a sense of depravation in others.  The social contract works when one sees 

the benefit of relinquishing one’s primitive urges and freedom for security and for the 

promise of being treated by the same standards as others, hoping to get a fair chance 

even within existing inequality.  That notion of fair equal contractual chance, and the 

existence of the same law and standard for all is what Aquinas might have stated as 

equality among men and what Fuller had cited as one of the core requirements of the 

rule of law, given obviously men are not equal physically as Rousseau would like to 

put it.  It is in the blindness of justice towards the identity of man that an equality lies 

in a system where people are inherently different.  Once that equilibrium is broken, 

more and more people may join in to break the laws so one party may use the existing 

weak system itself to take advantage of others.  This would follow the game theory 

scenario when two prisoners both speak out against the other, leading to loss for both 

using the tit for tat strategy originating from distrust stemming from lack of information 

about the other’s motives. 

 

Such a scenario of failure of perfect law and despair in the social scale may not lead the 

citizens back to the law of nature.  Instead, they may find a new equilibrium somewhere 

between lawlessness and a legally ordered civil society where people retain some 

freedom and accept some injustice in return for the degree of ease this social structure 

is able to provide.  The weaker members might be in a more fragile position and might 

agree to give in more in return for shelter.  The system will have corruption and inherent 

injustice and accepted abuse though the people will not walk back to the jungle if better 

options do not exist. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we have discussed the balancing mechanism of submission of personal 

freedom and the expectation of fulfilments of needs as well as securities as we ran 

thought experiments in two extreme situations. We have kept the discussion limited to 

our assumption that human-beings long for freedom and forego some for fulfilling other 

requirements.  We have also assumed that people need to protect themselves from other 

people because of the selfishness and the struggle that arise either in free nature or as 

an after effect of the creation of societies.  We have kept the discussion limited to how 

law may be implemented in such societies by the citizens, and how in different 

situations people may or may not wish to fulfil their social contracts.  We have touched 

upon the existence of individual notions of self and individual obligations within a 

possible mass will as suggested by Rousseau.  Finally, we have also looked at the role 

of force and the creation of habitual obedience, whether such habitual obedience is 

indeed needed in a legal scenario in all circumstances, and how these two scenarios 

may be sustainable or fragile under different situations.   Certainly, further topics such 

as autonomy, personal rights, boundaries of rights and the balancing of different groups’ 
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rights, the overall public welfare and personal rights are moot topics and may be 

discussed in other papers.   
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